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Abstract :  Every year lakhs of people lose their lives or seriously injured due to road accidents. Those accidents are due to 

sudden pedestrian crossing & un-ability of the driver to act sufficiently fast or apply braking. Another substantial amount of 

accidents occur due to sudden & uncontrolled braking. Also proper prediction of pedestrian crossing is of at most importance to 

autonomous driving vehicles. 

 The proposed work is aimed at development of an advanced pedestrian detection system using combination of image 

processing & artificial intelligence. The proposed system is also aimed at differentiating pattern pedestrian presence & pedestrian 

crossing ROI processing & frame differentiation are employed for pedestrian segmentation from background & pattern 

recognition neural network is employed to detect pedestrian presence or crossing. Also a function fitting neural network is 

employed to determine braking force and rhea chive dynamic braking. 

 

IndexTerms - pedestrian, detection system, regulated road crossing, MATLAB, Artificial intelligence, image processing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Road traffic management is a design development area related to the arrangement and governs the traffic from one place to 

another. One of the foremost challenges of road traffic management is the safe and effective location of traffic to reduce or 

eradicate accidents. 

Maximum roads include traffic control goals, many of which have straight contact with the road user like signs, signals and 

signage. It assists with navigation, determines route rights, identifies safe crossing areas, identifies speed limits, and provides 

directions, dangerous warnings and more. Other traffic control bouts include curbs, bumps, intermittent bumps, speed bumps, and 

more. 

Intelligent transport systems (ITS) are innovative applications that offer services related to a variety of traffic management 

situations and "smart" use of transport grids. They rely on data transmission between transportation systems to improve security 

and performance, including traffic supervision systems, information systems, vigilant systems, vehicle infrastructure 

communications, and vehicle-to-vehicle communications.  

Traffic light controllers are electronic maneuvers located on helicopters that control the functioning of lights. Along with 

computers, communications equipment, and detectors to tally and measure traffic, these controllers are often categorized into a 

structure that controls a hefty number of traffic signals at intersections, freeways, and entrances highway and many more. 

In the arena of ITS, Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) integrates technology with a top-city administration vision 

that improves vehicle stream of traffic flow and safety. The top-down view is obtained from the Transportation Management 

Center (TMC), which obtains real-time records from cameras, speed sensors and others. This information is processed and can 

update actions such as traffic direction or the use of dynamic message signals (DMS). 

Active Traffic Management(ATM) is a way to increase capacity and streamline traffic flow on hectic roads. The common 

methods include DMS, variable speed range, rigid shoulder, ramp measurement and so on. 

In the incident of an accident, control center operators and automated systems can alter signals for alerting road users, alert 

emergency services and mess up traffic and diminish delays.  

Traffic constraint or relaxation uses road traffic control devices to control traffic rather than increasing movement proficiency. 

The most frequently used tools include speed bumps, bumps, blocking, stopping signals, and high-rise signals. It can be used in 

combination with innovations to surge bicycle as well as pedestrian traffic, such as low speed boundaries, wide bridges, and bicycle 

lanes and so on. 

Road safety management is an important issue Traffic design is the most vulnerable road for pedestrians and therefore it is not 

surprising that they are often detailed in traffic accidents. "Pedestrians" are the most common cause of pedestrian accidents in 

Bulgaria. The rhetorical aim of this work is to ensure the safety of pedestrians. Roads without intersections. Typically, these 

missions have a button that pedestrians push for a warning system about your presence. However, previous studies have focused on 

identifying automated adaptive systems showing technologies that can reduce traffic delays. In addition, automated systems can 

cause damage, avoid service costs and errors. There are different approaches to pedestrian detection. Senart et al. (2008) presented 

a transition detection system. Pedestrians are built on "cat's eyes" and combined with a red sensor. In an alternative study, Rego and 

Semante (2018) introduced a weight-based pedestrian detection system and infrared sensor. Liu and He (2018) used infrared 

sensors to calculate the height of the vehicles. For pedestrian detection, this methodology can be easily applied. Gilmore et al. 

(2011), which shows the low-cost infrared solution of cameras and microcontrollers, has developed a further technique. Proven 

studies for different test situations to identify true and untrue. Gonzalez et al (2016) reported in another investigation on the basis of 

distant and visible infrared cameras, a pedestrian vehicle detection system. Day by day, he might work. Night positions are the most 

advanced ways for detecting images. Libby et al. (2005) showed an algorithm to identify individuals in busy street sections. Ko et 

al. (2014) developed a strategy based on observably sensor tracking in real-time to human monitoring in cooperation with Distant. 

A peat detection method based on image processing and neural networks was developed by Gujarat et al. (2014). Liu et al. (2019) 
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have also noted that the technique to images processing is based on estimates of the combination core density and the co-ordinate 

transformation. Experiments with demonstration demonstrated that the system can make a distinction between pedestrians and 

other columns. Another way for displaying the renowned object pixels (hue, saturation and value) with HSV might be accessed. 

Pedestrian procedures and strategies. Specific positive and negative elements are available for scanning. In some extreme climate 

locations some of these are not used. A recurrent difficulty is that they sometimes adopt unbearable mis-regulations for the 

organization of transport infrastructure. The objective of this study is to identify pedestrian systems based on simple, inexpensive 

and reliable image processing and background setups. 

 

II. MATLAB BASED IMAGE PROCESSING  

MATLAB is a superior dialect for specialized registering with capable charges and linguistic structure. It is utilized for some 

reasons like Math's and calculation, information investigation, calculation improvement, demonstrating incitement and prototyping. 

Edge location, commotion and picture histogram displaying are some essential and fundamental subjects in picture preparing. This 

article deals with the scientific management of computer images. For masterful image management, see editing images. It allows a 

considerably larger computational field to be connected with informative data and can maintain a strategic distance from problems, 

the development of colored pages and the contortion of the signal in the middle of the preparation. Since images are categorized by 

more than two measurements (possibly more) advanced images could be demonstrated as multidimensional systems. Image 

processing is a system for improving the raw images obtained from cameras / sensors installed on satellites, space tests and 

airplanes or images taken in typical everyday life for different applications. Different strategies have been created in image 

processing over the past four or five decades. Most of the procedures are created to update images obtained from unmanned 

rockets, space tests and military observation flights. Image processing systems are clearly becoming predominant due to the simple 

accessibility of capable personal computers, large memory devices, programming of illustrations, etc. 

 

III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

An efficient computer system, the main idea of which is based on the artificial neural network (ANN). ANN is also referred to 

as 'artificial nervous system' or the 'distributed parallel computer system' or the 'connectionist system.' ANN accumulates a huge 

number of interconnected blocks according to some models in order to allow communication between blocks. These blocks are 

sometimes known as nodes or neurons. They are easy parallel processors. Every power connection is connected to a load 

containing input signal information. This information is most beneficial for neurons in solving a certain difficulty because weight 

frequently transmits or interrupts the signal. The activation signal for each neuron is an internal state. Later, with the input signal 

and other devices, the outputs join the transmission trigger line. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed work is aimed at development of an advanced pedestrian detection system using combination of image processing 

& artificial intelligence. The proposed system is also aimed at differentiating pattern pedestrian presence & pedestrian crossing ROI 

processing & frame differentiation are employed for pedestrian segmentation from background & pattern recognition neural 

network is employed to detect pedestrian presence or crossing. Also a function fitting neural network is employed to determine 

braking force and rhea chive dynamic braking. 

 

In this block diagram and flow chart show the main function of working to detect pedestrian and applied dynamic braking. 

Steps of working show in below: 

 
Fig.1: functional block diagram 

Step 1: select video file or capture real time video using uigetfile function. 

Step 2: read background image selected by user using by imread function. 

Step 3: show background image using imshow function. 

Step 4: select image from working directory pwd and sort. 

Step 5: convert image into RGB to gray scale using rgb2gray function. 

Step 6: check absolute difference of two images using imabsdiff function. 

Step 7: apply 2-D median filtering using medfilt2.  

Step 8: convert image into convert image to binary image, based on threshold using im2bw function. 

Step 9: remove small objects from binary image using bwareaopen function. 

Step 10: frame differentiation successfully done. 

Step 11: after sort the binary image process start to labeling the image. 

Step 12: read the sorted binary images. 

Step13: label the binary image using bwlable funtion. 

Step 14: measure properties of image regions using regionprops function. 

Step 15: create rectangle with sharp or curved corners using rectangle function and extract the parameter from image. 

Step 16: get data from working directory using function pwd. 

Step 17: get image names and sort images. 

Step 18: create a new figure window f8 using figure function.  

Step 19: read sorted images and show images. 
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Step 20: pedestrian braking is working on pedestrian X-pos percentage  & pedestrian area  and pedestrian status. Three 

conditions are given for braking system fist is if ped_status < 0 than pedestrian status is presence and braking is applied. Second is 

if ped_status >= 0.0 and ped_status < 0.60 than pedestrian status is presence and braking is applied. Last condition is if 

ped_status>= 0.60 than show pedestrian status is crossing and applied braking. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
  

5.1 Pedestrian Detection  & dynamic Braking  ANN  

Start with load the video form file and convert into frames and crop. After the pedestrian detect in the front of vehicle the braking 

system is applied according to the presence of object X-pos percentage, area and status of presence. Some important results show 

in figures show below. 

Figure 2 show the code uploading 

Figure 3 select the option 

Figure 4 show the video loaded from file results 

Figure 5 show the resulted ROI image 

Figure 6 show the resulted crop image 

Figure 7 show the pedestrian detection using frame differentiation 

Figure 8 show the selected background image 

Figure 9 show the pedestrian labeling and perimeter extraction. 

Figure 10 show the pedestrian is presence braking is 3.9252 at the x-pos is 0%, area is 0 and pedestrian position is 0. 

Figure 11 show the pedestrian status is crossing braking is 74.0135 at the x-pos is 38.3648%, area is 517 and pedestrian position 

is 61. 

 

Fig.2: main code uploading 
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Fig.3: enter 1 for select video from file 

 

Fig.4: video loaded from file 
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Fig.5: ROI image 

 

Fig.6: cropped image 
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Fig.7: pedestrian detection using frame differentiation 

 

Fig.8: selected background image 
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Fig.9: pedestrian labeling & parameter extraction 

 

Fig.10: show pedestrian status and braking level 1 
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Fig.11: show pedestrian status and braking level 2 

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

This work was done to evaluate the state of the art in the detection of pedestrians. The automatic detection of moving vehicle 

pedestrian could have a significant economic impact and a possibility for significantly reducing fatalities and injuries. This thesis 

proposes a new method for pedestrian identification based on the use of an artificial neural network (ANN). By optimizing the 

function representation for detection and regulating the artificial neural network automatically. Our approach to achieve a high 

level of precision,  In this work we used dynamic braking, image processing, artificial neural network , function fitting neural 

network for achieve high accuracy. In this work the use of artificial neural network (ANN) as a classification in pedestrian 

detection system was suggested and assessed. The main conclusion from experimental data is that high-precision detection 

inevitably involves good feature automatically tuned to the detection task, due to its greater accuracy and a considerably lower 

demand for computation, the artificial neural network is a more suitable classifier for foot detection.  

Table 1 comparison table of base paper and proposed work 

 

S.No. Parameter Base Paper  Proposed Work 

1 Title  Pedestrian presence detection 

system based on image 

processing (IEEE2019) 

Pedestrian presence & sudden 

crossing detection using image 

processing & artificial intelligence 

with collision avoidance braking 

assistance 

2 Technique Used Image processing based, 

pedestrian exclusion using 

waiting area boundary filter, 

object section division & 

comparison with recognition 

pattern relative error threshold 

comparison 

ROI processing, frame 

differentiation using motion 

detection, connected component 

labeling  & region properties 

extraction, pattern recognition 

neural network, function fitting 

neural network 

3 Pedestrian detection Yes Yes 

4 Pedestrian location & area 

detection  

Not specified  Yes 
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5 Pedestrian presence & 

crossing detection 

Not specified  Pattern recognition neural 

network 

6 Collision avoidance using 

dynamic braking 

NA Dynamic braking using function 

fitting neural network 

 

Future Scope 

1. Integration of sensor data with image processing data to improve detection accuracy. 

2. Implementation of facial expression & posture detection to predict pedestrian interaction to pedestrian detection and 

improve collision avoidance. 

3. Integration of combined learning using combination of artificial intelligence & fuzzy logic to analyze precursor as location 

history or event history.  
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